TRANSFORMCITY ONLINE PLATFORM _ FUNCTIONAL OVERVIEW
4. Community, interaction & collaboration
Make a free user profile and get in touch with other stakeholders
Share personal stories related to the area and its transformation
The interactivity makes it easy to directly respond, show support or ask questions
Organise formal participation around projects
In enclosed project groups ideas can be elaborated and refined and agreements can be
made for execution and maintenance
3. Local projects, initiatives & ideas
Share your own ideas and projects
get support from our automated and customisable workflows
Get formal feedback on your initiative and get tips & tricks to help you further
Get an overview of others’ initiatives and see where they affect or complement each other
Collect support and resources in the community, for example through crowdfunding
You can filter the pins on theme, status, etcetera

2. Overview map/model of the area
The basis of the platform consists of a map of the area, currently 2D but potentially 3D
The map/model shows the area as it is and shares info aobut buildings, green, infra, etc
You can filter on local amenities, infrastructure and (building) projects but also on year and
Property owners can upload data for their buildings or other assets to build a complete
overview
The timeline also shows past developments and future plans and scenarios
Your shared future vision and transformation path are ideally the basis for this map/model
This map/model is immediately behind the landing page, where area news & agenda are
shared

1. Thematic database
Underneath the map/model is an extensive range of thematic datasets
You can filter data thematically
These data can be uploaded manually or automatically through (external) API’s
These data can be a mix of open data and user uploaded/generated data
These data support awareness, dialogue and decisionmaking on various topics and transitions

